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when his father senapati kesari returns from war, he is upset to find that his brave son has become a scared little boy. maruti feels bad that his father isnt proud of him, and prays to god to make him the bravest kid in the world. god answers his prayers and leads maruti into a series of jungle adventures. his experiences and
new friends lead him to metamorphose from a bhola-bhala bajrangi to hanuman da damdaar!! hardy kodakar lucky last will is with maithili a orphan she takes her on maithili’s requests and also refers to marry her. maithili asks kodakar to take care of her and also provide her with a formal education. kodakar only asks for

maithili to come to his flat where he plans to marry her on the same day. maithili is elated to think that she is getting married in a day. as kodakar is getting ready he suddenly gets a call from his father who is looking for him for something. maithili asks for a bit of time and then leaves the apartment to dress up as a bride. on
her way to the flat, maithili sees a blind girl selling flowers along the road. maithili buys the flowers and a necklace for the girl and when she reaches the street a boy catches her. when he realises that maithili is a bride, he asks her to wait for his wife for a bit. while she is waiting she buys some sweets from a roadside shop and
meets a journalist who interviews her. when the journalist asks maithili for her home address, he leaves with his camera rolling and on the way he bumps into a rickshaw which is carrying a bride with two suitcases. the rickshaw man lets maithili know that he is going to deliver a bride to kodakar. later kodakar comes out of his
flat and tells maithili that his father asked him to marry her. the rickshaw driver says that he has brought kodakar to meet a girl named maithili who is a school friend of his. on the way to kodakar’s flat, maithili meets an elderly man who is also going there. on the way he gets to know that this is maithili’s actual house and also

the house where he was born. they arrive at kodakar’s flat where kodakar and maithili meet for the first time. the wedding bells start ringing as he asks maithili to marry him. this is the crucial part of the movie – the point where it should be watched as it explains so much about the film.
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# Movie Story : Anjani has not forgotten how her son almost lost his life. Now to protect him, she shelters him in a bid to keep him from harming himself again. She doesnt even
allow him to go out of the house. When his father Senapati Kesari returns from war, he is upset to find that his brave son has become a scared little boy. Maruti feels bad that his
father isnt proud of him, and prays to God to make him the bravest kid in the world. God answers his prayers and leads Maruti into a series of jungle adventures. His experiences
and new friends lead him to metamorphose from a Bhola-Bhala Bajrangi to HANUMAN DA DAMDAAR. Movies Name :> Hanuman Da Damdaar Director :> Ruchi Narain Country :>
India Languages :> Hindi Genres :> Animation, Family Released Year :> 2 June, 2017 Cast In :> Amardeep Insan, Ashok Insan, Divya Insan, Ishwar Insan, Jaswinder Insan, Manoj
Insan, Rajesh Insan, Rakesh Insan, Raman Insan, Randhir Insan, Saint Gurmeet Ram Rahim Singh Ji Insan, Satish Insan, Satyawan Insan, Sukhottam Insan, Vishu Insan Anjani has
not forgotten how her child practically lost his life. Presently to ensure him, she protects him in a bid to shield him from hurting himself again. She doesnt even allow him to go

out of the house. At the point when his father Senapati Kesari returns from war, he is vexed to find that his brave son has turned into a scared little man. Maruti feels terrible that
his dad isnt proud of him, and prays to God to make him the most courageous man on the planet. God answers his petitions and leads Maruti into a progression of wilderness

enterprises. His encounters and new friends lead him to transform from a Bhola-Bhala Bajrangi to HANUMAN DA DAMDAAR! 5ec8ef588b
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